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This month’s projects from the DT featuring the new CQ Monthly Kit..
Custom Quilling August Kit

We have a new DT!
The CQ family would like to extend a warm welcome to Sue
Custer. Sue is no stranger to Custom Quilling; a few issues back
she was a Guest Design Team member. I am sure you agree her
designs are outstanding! You can read more about Sue on page 4.

Sue’s Card

Many of the items included in this kit will only
be available in kit format. The kit will also
include a pattern from our new DT Sue, which
will be emailed.

Heidi's Ruffled Card

With the two cards included in the kit,
I decided to put them together to
form a photo frame. I lined the larger
card with some extra lavender
cardstock for stability, then folding the
oval aperture card to work as a frame
I affixed it to the larger card. Using
the Double Mates, Paper Pizazz and
felt fusion to cover, decorate and add
detail to the inside, your frame is
almost complete. One hint I can give is
to use brads and punch a hole through
all layers at the right inside top and
bottom of the frame at the fold, this
makes the frame interchangeable.
Photo corners inside hold the picture
and the decorative fiber tied to the other side adds the finishing touch.

Doreen’s Butterfly Card:
For this one I used every color
from the kit and am currently
writing the pattern for this
butterfly, so it will be available
soon! I finished it off with
metallic embroidery in the
corners

Inside this issue:
Ingredients: August kit, 3 buttons, Mrs.
Grossman’s sticker lace, damask embossed
cardstock, 2 sided tape, sticky dots
Tools: Paper trimmer, scissors
All material and images are copyrighted to original creators.
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New Items

http://www.customquillingbydenise.com/shop/products_new.php
Felt Fusion

Purple Chalk

Paper Flowers

August Kit $19.99

Assortment of flat back
pearls from K & Co

Christmas
Papercrafts

Origami

Elmer's

Boxed Set

Precision Pen

They are finally in stock!
New McGill Punches

Four New Multi Shape Punches!

Coming Soon....

Self-Closing
Tweezers

Paper Ribbon

Pounce Set

Loads of items on sale!
Click the link below to check them all out.
http://www.customquillingbydenise.com/shop/specials.php

Read what others are saying in the
Custom Quilling Reviews
http://www.customquillingbydenise.com/shop/reviews.php

Looking to save money on supplies?
Check out the CQ Discounts or place a group order.
All material and images are copyrighted to original creators.
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Design Team
Dark
Purple
Card:
Ingredients:
August kit,
2 sided
tape, sticky
dots, craft
glue,
crystal, white gel pen
Tools: Paper trimmer,
border punch, scissors,
embossing stylus, craft knife, flower hole punch,
quilling tools

Wildflower Card:
Wildflowers in
Lavender and
ribbon for the
edging makes
this card nice
for almost any
occasion
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Modern Card:
Ingredients: August kit, 2 sided tape, sticky dots,
craft glue
Tools: Paper trimmer, scissors, quilling tools,
crimper

Striped Card:
This little
square card
is a simple
yet effective
design, using
Sky Blue for
flower and
crimped
borders, and
the Soft
Green for
the leaves.
The butterflies are punched from the same
striped paper.

Memo Tag:

Pool Gear:

I used the Double Mates two
tone paper to cover the
bottom of a large sturdy
cardboard tag. On the top I
used the striped Paper
Pizzazz sheet, dividing the
two with the satin ribbon.
The felt fusion added drama
down the side and of course
I could not resist adding a bit
of quilling into the spaces!
Adding a small notepad,
pencil, cork board, tacks and
a magnet makes this project
better than the answering
machine…ok, at least prettier!! NOTE: After I was finished I
realized I should have centered the notepad and cork so it
would hang straight.

Relax’n by the
pool gear came
to me while at
the craft store
noticing all the
bright colors of
visors and fun
foam items for
summer. I selected a visor,
can cooler and a purple
foam sheet to make a
bookmark. These items
went very well with all of
the quilling paper and
ribbon that was left in the
kit. This set is fancy but would be very cute done with
some simple designs for kids’ party favors.

All material and images are copyrighted to original creators.
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Sue Custer the newest Design Team member
I must have been meant to quill because quilling sort of found me.
As a child in the late 1960’s or early 1970’s my mom gave me a
jewelry quilling kit for Christmas. I learned the basics of quilling with
that kit, becoming hooked almost immediately. From there I
branched out to flowers, making some small projects as gifts. Then
in my early 20’s I worked at a gift shop with a huge doll house
section. The owner discovered the Quill Art kits for flowers and
wicker furniture. One thing led to another, and then before I knew
it, I was making up the kits for display in the shop. In return the
shop owner would either pay me or let me order kits. I ordered
kits, which was the start of my vintage quilling collection that was
not vintage at the time!
My family and I live just outside of St. Louis Missouri. I am married and together with my hubby we
have three great girls along with two lazy dogs.
I am a member of the North American Quilling Guild. I enjoy all of the information there and at the
Yahoo quiller’s group.
Quilling allows me to give one of a kind heirlooms as gifts and a way to entertain my creative side.
Teaching others about this unique art form and hopefully preserving quilling for yet another generation
gives me much pride. My girls have all learned to quill, but I just cannot seem to teach the dogs!
Here are Sue’s designs from May 2006 as a Guest DT:

Why not tell your quilling story?
Would you like to share your projects in our gallery?
www.customquillingbydenise.com/CustomQuillingGallery
All material and images are copyrighted to original creators.
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Reviews
Heidi
Purple Mania! If you like all things purple, here is your kit. I found everything perfectly matched. I love the
neon green quilling strips, the velvet flower border sticker, and the fun ribbons. I found the whole collection
very fresh and vibrant.

Sue
The August kit was such a great kit to start off with for me! Purple is my very most favorite color. The felt
fusion designs are fun to work with and add lots of dimension to a project. With the Double Mates
cardstock and the two sheets of Paper Pizazz there is so much versatility you could play for hours just
coming up with combinations. That combination doesn’t even include all of the ribbons and fibers that are in
the kit also….I definitely had fun designing with this kit!

Doreen
I just loved the colors in this month’s kit and found that the paper seemed to roll more easily than usual for
me, holding very nice coils. Denise, thanks for putting together such a fun kit!

CQ Updates
CQ is starting a new referral discount program. For each new customer referred (must be new or never
placed an order) you will both receive a store credit for 5% of the order. Just have the new customer
type your name in the comment sections of checkout and the discount will be emailed to both!
When checking out with PayPal Express using a discount code, PLEASE continue to the last page where
you can enter the code.
CQ has a list for quillers to meet other quillers in their area; check it out under Quilling Information ...
Quilling Friends. Who knows? You may find a new quilling buddy!
The CQ Monthly kits are also available by autoship; please contact us for more information.

Original Patterns at Custom Quilling

http://www.customquillingbydenise.com/shop/index.php?cPath=161_107

Tip from Sue: When removing the backing on the felt fusions, have a bit of water and a large pin
handy to help unstick it. Dip the pin into the water wetting it lightly, then turn the felt fusion face
down on a table. Use the damp pin to hold the felt down while gently lifting off the backing. You will
have to rewet and reposition the pin as you move forward, just go slowly!
All material and images are copyrighted to original creators.
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